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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2021076067A1] The present disclosure relates to a valve mechanism (A), comprising a bottle (10) where the liquid essence is stored and
a wick (90) by which the liquid essence is absorbed, which is used in the fragrance dispensers (D) which allows the fragrance essence to be spread
to the ambient for the purpose of ambient odorization in all kinds of places. The invention comprises; a lower chamber (20) under the mentioned
bottle (10) where the liquid essence flowing out of the bottle (10) is fed, a button seal (40) which is located at the bottom of the said lower chamber
(20) and which can move up and down at the bottom of the lower chamber (20), a cover (70) which is introduced on the mentioned button seal (40)
with and which is surrounded by culverts (71) in order to allows the liquid essence inside the bottle (10) to flow into the lower chamber (20) and to
reach to the liquid essence level (h), an pusher pin (50) which is introduced inside the mentioned cover (70) and can perform up and down motion, a
spring (60) located on the mentioned pusher pin (50) and continuously applying downward force to the pusher pin (50), a wad (80) which is located
on the upper surface of the mentioned cover (70) in order to close the upper surface of the cover (70) and which is connected to the upper end of
the pusher pin (50).
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